SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM REPORTING OPTIONS:

### RESTRICTED

- VA/SARC notified
- **Command NOT** Notified
- **NO** Investigation Initiated
- SARC or VA attends to victim needs (provides supportive services)
- Access to Medical Care
- Access to Counseling
- Victim Legal Counsel (VLC) available
- **CANNOT** request expedited transfer
- Military Protective Order (MPO) **NOT** available
- Option to change to Unrestricted

### UNRESTRICTED

- VA/SARC notified
- Command is Notified
- Investigation Initiated
- SARC or VA attends to victim needs (provides supportive services)
- Access to Medical Care
- Access to Counseling
- Victim Legal Counsel (VLC) available
- Option to request expedited transfer
- MPO request available
- **CANNOT** change to Restricted

* If you tell anyone who subsequently notifies command or if someone observes the assault and notifies command, an investigation is automatically launched. You may lose your restricted reporting option.